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The latest Dubai "Suite 1755" stop will remain live through April 2025. Image credit: Vacheron Constantin/Tara Atkinson
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Swiss watchmaker Vacheron Constantin is bring ing  a hig h watchmaking  pop-up back to its premiere market.

The city of Dubai hosted the launch of the brand's inaug ural appointment-only salon concept last year. This season, "Suite 1755"
is celebrating  a return to the Mandarin Oriental Jumeira, introducing  new exclusives and hig hlig hting  the work of several local
creatives until April 2025.

"We are thrilled to bring  Suite 1755 back to Dubai, where we embrace the spirit of the reg ion and the quest for excellence that
defines Vacheron Constantin," said Christophe Ramel, manag ing  director of Middle East, India and Africa at Vacheron
Constantin, in a statement.

"Our commitment extends beyond crafting  exceptional timepieces; it's about preserving  the artistry and savoir-faire that have
shaped the Maison since 1755," Mr. Ramel said. "Within these walls, we build enduring  connections, weave stories, and create
lasting  bonds.

"Vacheron Constantin takes immense pride in welcoming  connoisseurs, watch enthusiasts and kindred spirits to be a cherished
part of a leg acy that spans g enerations."

Local stylings
The bespoke experience has reached five different locations, counting  a three-month run in West Hollywood (see story) among
its stops since g etting  started in March of 2022.

This fall, Vacheron Constantin circled back on Dubai, welcoming  clients to this latest iteration, live as of Oct. 26, 2023.
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Local culture influences the decor of the space. Image credit: Vacheron Constantin/Tara Atkinson

The current Mandarin Oriental Jumeira setup is larg er this time around, now set on the hotel's second floor, overlooking  the
waters of the Arabian Gulf.

This version of "Suite 1755" was created by Dubai-based Saudi architect and interior desig ner Danah Almohaisin, and bring s the
expert's private style into a more public setting .

Entrance of "Suite 1755" at the Mandarin Oriental Jumeira. Image credit: Vacheron Constantin/Tara Atkinson

The boutique space takes inspiration from its cultural landscape of orig in, additionally drawing  on the brand's history and
heritag e.

Art and furniture pieces from a variety of local creatives including  artist Muneerah Almullah, artist and interior desig ner Omar Al
Gurg  and desig ner Khalid Alshafar complement exclusive Vacheron Constantin timepieces.
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